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Abstract

Recent studies show that many Web users only submit
short queries and conduct short search sessions. This
paper examines aspects of users’ attempting longer more
complex queries. Web search services such as Ask Jeeves
– publicly accessible question and answer (Q&A) search
engines – encourage queries in question or request
format. In light of this trend, this study examines whether
general Web queries are shifting towards a more question/
request format. Previous studies show that some users
were submitting question or request format queries to
general non-Q&A Web search engines. This paper
re-examines this issue by analysing large-scale Web query
data from two different (US and European) Web query
data sets, including 1.2 million Excite queries
(www.excite.com) and 1.2 million AlltheWeb.com (http://
AlltheWeb.com) queries from 2001.
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Introduction

Recent studies show that Web searching is
generally accomplished through the
submission of a few keywords and queries per
user session. In this paper we examine aspects
of users attempting longer more complex
queries. Web search services such as Ask
Jeeves – publicly accessible question and
answer (Q&A) search engines – encourage
queries in question or request format. In light
of this trend, we examine whether general
Web queries are also shifting towards a more
question/request format. Previous studies
showed in 1999 that some users were
submitting question or request format queries
to general non-Q&A Web search engines.
Question format Web queries are the types of
queries that are formulated in question form,
such as “Where can I � nd ”, “What is...”,
“How should I ”.

Request format queries are the types of
queries where users directly request
information on the Web. Instead of the
common question format query “Where can I
� nd ”, requests are generally in the form
“Find me ”, “I need ”, “I want ”, “Get
me ”, “Give me ”, “Show me ”, or “I
am looking ”. Some Web search engines
such as Ask Jeeves (http://www.askjeeves.
com) allow users to express their queries in
natural language. Web querying services, such
as Excite and AlltheWeb.com, are not
currently encouraging users to submit queries
in question format, but rather encourage
classic Boolean query format.

Effective query processing is a major
challenge for Web search services. A growing
body of IR and Web research is exploring
keyword and Boolean queries (Spink et al.,
2002). The characteristics of user queries in
another format, such as question format, is
also an important and growing � eld for the
development of more effective “question and
answer” access to the Web. Questions or
requests for information by a user are an
element within a dialogue-based approach to
modelling user-Web/information retrieval
(IR) system interaction. Due to this increasing
interest in question format queries, system
designers are working on more effective
processing of question format queries for Web
and IR systems (Agichtein et al., 2001; Prager
et al., 2000).Online Information Review
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In this paper we report results from a study
examining the nature of more complex
queries to general Web search engines.
Obviously, the general Web search engines do
not explicitly encourage users to enter queries
in question or request format. However,
previous studies from 1999 showed that many
question or request format queries were
submitted to non-Q&A Web search engines
(Spink and Ozmutlu, 2002). In this paper we
re-examine this issue by examining large-scale
Web query data from two different (US and
European) 2001 Web query data sets,
including 1.2 million Excite queries
(www.excite.com) and 1.2 million
AlltheWeb.com (http://AlltheWeb.com)
queries. Some 84 percent of Excite search
engine users are from the US and the majority
of the alltheWeb.com search engines users are
believed to be from Europe, especially from
Germany (Spink et al., 2003). Our study
compares the characteristics of the question
and request format queries from 1999 to
2001, and also examines some differences in
Web user behaviour between the US and
Europe.

We � rst provide an overview of related
research, summarise our research objectives
and research design, and then report the
� ndings of our analysis.

Related studies

Large-scale studies of Web searching show
that most Web users enter few queries
consisting of few search terms, conduct little
query reformulation and have dif� culty
developing effective keyword or Boolean
queries (Silverstein et al., 1999; Spink et al.,
2002). Some Web search services provide
publicly accessible Q&A search engines which
encourage queries in question or request
format. A growing body of studies is
investigating queries in question and request
format. Jansen et al. (2000) conducted a
linguistic analysis of Excite users queries
contained in a 1997 data set and identi� ed less
than 1 percent of queries in elicitations format
or requests for information. However, with
the emergence of a more Q&A approach to
Web querying, the nature of users” queries in
question format are becoming important and
signi� cant to the development of more
effective Web IR systems.

Spink and Ozmutlu (2002) compared
Excite and Ask Jeeves Web question queries in
1999. They found that Web search engine
users generally enter four types of queries:
keyword, Boolean, question, and request.
Most Web question format queries are about
seven terms in length, and non-question/
request queries are less than � ve terms long,
and contain few Boolean operators or
modi� ers. When users expressed themselves
in the form of questions they generally asked
either “where”, “what”, or “how” questions.
The most common form of question format
query begins with the words “Where can I
� nd...” for general information on a topic.
Less frequently do users ask “which”,
“when”, or “does” questions. Users are
sometimes likely to ask for subjective opinion
and more likely to request directions to
information. The most common form of
request format query was “Find me
information on ”. There was little query
reformulation by Excite during question
query sessions. Most users entered only one
question format query and then examined the
results.

To enhance previous research, we
conducted a comparative study to examine
the current usage of question and request
format queries submitted to general Web
search engines Excite and AlltheWeb.com.
Our study also allows some exploration of
differences between European and American
Web search engine users. The researchers
were not able to obtain query data from
Google or any other general Web search
engine.

Research goals

In this study we examine the use of question/
request format queries by Web users. The
purpose of our study was to gain a greater
understanding of Web search queries
formulated in question and request format.
We sought to explore the:
. prevalence of question and request format

queries;
. most common terms for question and

request format queries for each search
engine;

. most common starting terms for question
and request queries for each search
engine; and
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. use of question marks in question format
queries for each search engine.

Research design

Data collection
Excite data set
Excite, Inc. (www.excite.com) is a major
Internet media public company that offers
free Web searching and a variety of other
services. Excite searches are based on the
exact terms that a user enters in the query;
however, capitalisation is disregarded, with
the exception of logical commands AND, OR,
and AND NOT. There is no stemming. An
online thesaurus and concept linking method
called Intelligent Concept Extraction (ICE) is
used to � nd related terms in addition to terms
entered.

There are two Excite data sets analysed in
this study. The � rst dataset consists of a
transaction log of 1,025,910 queries, and is
dated 4 May 2001. The dataset contained
four � elds for each query. These � elds are:
(1) Identi� cation: an anonymous code

assigned by the Excite server to a user
machine.

(2) Time of day: measured in hours, minutes,
and seconds from midnight of 20
December 1999 for the � rst dataset and 4
May 2001 for the second dataset.

(3) Number of pages viewed: the number of
pages containing 10 Web sites viewed by
the user.

(4) Query: the query terms exactly as entered
by the user.

Our analysis focused on the question and
request format queries in the data set. The
data analysed included users” sessions,
queries, and term analysis. A session is the
entire sequence of queries by a particular user.
A query is a set of one or more terms entered
into the Web IR system during a single search.
A term is any string of characters bounded by
white space.

AlltheWeb.com data set
The AlltheWeb.com data set consists of
1,257,891 queries submitted to the
AlltheWeb.com search engine on 6 February
2001. The classi� cation of question and
request format Web queries were done using
the computer program also used to analyse
the Excite dataset. The researchers had no
control over the date and size of the query
data set provided by Excite, Inc. and

AlltheWeb.com. At the time of the data
analysis, the researchers also had no access to
large-scale query data from other commercial
Web search engines, e.g. Google, for
comparison with the Excite data.

Data analysis
Question and request format query classi� cation
In order to identify the question format
queries in the Excite and alltheWeb.com 2001
data sets, a program to automatically identify
any queries with the following speci� cations
was used: Any query ending with a question
mark (?) and any query beginning with one of
a list of words commonly associated with
human question asking, including: where,
what, who, how, when, can, are, is, may,
which, has, does, did, will, has, could, should,
and do. After identifying the queries with the
listed quali� cations, these queries were
analysed to determine the characteristics
given in the section of research questions. A
similar approach was used for request format
queries. Any query beginning with one of a list
of words commonly associated with human
information request, such as “get, take, show,
look, search, download, etc.” was sifted as a
request query.

To identify the question format queries in
each data set, we created a program to
automatically identify any query ending with a
question mark (?) and any query beginning
with one of a list of words commonly
associated with human questions or requests,
including: where, what, who, how, when, can,
are, is, may, which, has, does, did, will, has,
could, should, get, � nd, I want, and do.

We qualitatively analysed each session
including question or request format queries
to determine: queries per session, terms per
query, pages of 10 Web sites viewed by the
user, mean terms per query, starting term(s)
for queries, and use of a question mark in
queries.

Results

Prevalence of question and request
format queries
Question format queries
Table I shows the prevalence of question
format queries and sessions in Excite and
AlltheWeb.com 2001 datasets.

The data shows that less than 1 percent of
Excite and AlltheWeb.com users submitted
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question format queries. The percentage of
question format queries submitted to general
Web search engines decreased some 70
percent from about 1 percent in 1999 to 0.28
percent in 2001. The use of question format
queries in the AlltheWeb.com dataset is also
quite low, question queries forming about
0.19 percent of all queries.

Request format queries
Table II shows that few users also submitted
request formatted queries to Excite and
AlltheWeb.com.

Both Excite and AlltheWeb.com users
prefer to make request queries rather than
question queries, as the percentage of request
queries is higher than the percentage of
question queries for both the Excite and
AlltheWeb.com Web search engines. The
number of AlltheWeb.com request queries
was twice the number of question queries.
Among all queries, 0.19 percent were
question queries and 0.37 percent were
request queries. Excite users entered more
than 50 percent more request queries than
question queries.

The mean queries per question and request
format queries sessions were about one half
the values for the entire dataset. A similar
trend can be observed with AlltheWeb.com
queries. Comparing the mean queries per
session for question format queries (2.5) and
request format queries (2.9) with the entire

AlltheWeb.com data set (2.9), we observe that
the users submitting question and request
format queries enter about one third less
queries per session with respect to sessions
including general queries.

Distribution of queries per session
Question query sessions
The distribution of the queries per session
for question queries can be seen in Figures 1
and 2, for Excite and AlltheWeb.com.

For both datasets, the most common
number of question queries submitted per
session was only one query.

Request query sessions
The distribution of the request queries per
session is shown in Figures 3 and 4 for Excite
and AlltheWeb.com. For both datasets, the

Table II Request format query and sessions: Excite and AlltheWeb.com 2001 datasets

Excite 2001 data AlltheWeb.com 2001 data

Total queries 1,025,910 1,257,891
No. of request queries 3,829 4,648
Percentage of queries 0.37 0.37
Total sessions 262,025 153,848
No. of request format query sessions 1,793 1,587
Percentage of request query sessions 0.68 1.03
Mean queries per session 3.9 2.9
Mean queries per request query session 2.1 2.9

Table I Question format queries and sessions: Excite and AlltheWeb.com 2001 datasets

Excite 2001 data AlltheWeb.com 2001 data

Total data set 1,025,910 1,257,891
No. of question queries 2,915 2,381
Percentage of queries 0.28 0.19
Total sessions 262,025 153,848

No. of question format query sessions 1,321 926
Percentage of question query sessions 0.5 0.6

Mean queries per session 2.3 2.9
Mean queries per question query sessions 2.2 2.5

Figure 1 Queries per question format query sessions: Excite 2001 dataset
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most common number of request queries
submitted per session was one.

Terms per question and request format query
Table III shows the terms per question and
request query for the Excite and
AlltheWeb.com datasets.

The mean number of terms per Excite
question format query was 7.8. However, the
query length of about seven to eight terms is
much longer than the 2.4 terms per query
previously reported for non-question format

Web queries (Spink et al., 2002). Request
queries had a shorter query structure, but
longer than general queries. In addition,
AlltheWeb.com users seem to make shorter
queries than Excite users in question format
queries and request format queries as well as
general queries.

Distribution of terms
The distribution of terms per question format
query for Excite and alltheWeb.com is shown
in Figures 5 and 6, and for request format
queries in Figures 7 and 8.

As expected (due to a lower mean terms per
question format query) the interval for the
AlltheWeb.com is lower than that of the
Excite. In addition, Excite users had more
queries with more than 10 terms, whereas the
question queries with more than 10 terms is
nearly nonexistent for AlltheWeb.com users.
The distribution of the terms per query also
veri� es the lower terms per question and
request queries for FAST users.

Starting terms for question and request format
queries
Analysing the starting terms for question and
request format queries is helpful in
understanding how the Web users construct
their question and request format queries and
usually what types of information are
requested. Table IV shows the top 25 starting
terms for question queries in the Excite 1999
and 2001, Ask Jeeves 1999 and
AlltheWeb.com 2001 datasets.

In the Excite 1999 and Ask Jeeves 1999
dataset, the starting terms were usually
“where”, “what” and “how” (Spink and
Ozmutlu, 2002). In 2001, even though
“where”, “what” and “how” queries are still
popular starting terms for question format
queries, users entered fewer “where” queries
and are more “what” queries – one in two
AlltheWeb.com queries and one in three
Excite queries.

Top 25 starting terms
Table V shows the top 25 starting terms for
request format queries. The request queries
were not analysed for the 1999 Excite data.

In 2001 “download” was the most popular
stating term for request queries, whereas in
1999 it was the fourth most popular. The
increase in downloading software or other
types of � les has increased about 20-30-fold
from 1999 to 2001. The interest in
downloading � les is even higher among the

Figure 3 Queries per request format query sessions: Excite 2001 dataset

Figure 4 Queries per request format query sessions: AlltheWeb.com 2001
dataset

Figure 2 Queries per question format query sessions: AlltheWeb.com 2001
dataset
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AlltheWeb.com users than Excite users, as
some 60 percent of AlltheWeb.com users and
36 percent of Excite users made a request to
download � les from the Internet.

Top terms for question and request format queries
Spink and Ozmutlu (2002) analysed the top
terms in the Excite and AlltheWeb.com
datasets in Table VI.

The top terms for the Excite 2001
dataset also contain the most popular
question term “what” and the most popular
term to make more complex queries, i.e.
“AND”. For the AlltheWeb.com database the
most popular term was “what”. AND is not a
frequently used word for the AlltheWeb.com
search engine users.

The most popular terms for request queries
in the Excite and AlltheWeb.com 2001
datasets are in Table VII.

As in the top terms for question queries,
AND is the most popular term in the Excite
dataset, whereas in the AlltheWeb.com 2001
dataset, it occupies the 18th spot.
AlltheWeb.com users use AND neither in
request queries, nor in question format
queries. Downloading � les seems to be of
signi� cant interest for both alltheWeb.com
and Excite users; the term “download” being
the � rst and second most frequently used
word, respectively, for request queries. Buying
items over the Web is another interest of Web
users, occupying the second and third spots

Figure 5 Terms per question format query – Excite 2001 dataset

Figure 6 Terms per question format query – AlltheWeb.com 2001 dataset

Figure 7 Terms per request format query – Excite 2001 dataset

Figure 8 Terms per request format query – AlltheWeb.com 2001 dataset

Table III Terms per question and request format query for Excite and AlltheWeb.com 2001 datasets

Excite 2001 data AlltheWeb.com 2001 data

Total terms used for question format queries 20,479 11,970
Mean terms per question format query 7.03 5
Total terms used for request format queries 15,995 15,632
Mean terms per request format query 4.1 3.3
Mean terms per request format query 2.6 2.4
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Table IV Comparison of starting term for Excite 1999, Ask Jeeves, Excite 2001 and AlltheWeb.com 2001 question format queries

Starting term
No. of queries 1999

Excite %
No. of queries 1999

Ask Jeeves %
No. of queries 2001

AlltheWeb.com %
No. of queries 2001

Excite %

Where 825 53 8,603 48.3 107 5 383 13
What 360 23 3,144 17.6 1,271 53 1,038 36
How 192 12 2,204 12.3 313 13 532 18

Who 43 2 708 3.9 73 3 127 4
Can 23 1 949 5.3 0 0 16 1

Is 22 1 688 3.8 1 0.05 30 1
Why 20 2 258 1.4 66 3 123 4
When 17 1 234 1.3 12 0.5 26 1
Are 10 0.5 219 1.2 1 0.05 9 0.3
Which 9 0.5 77 0.4 4 0.2 8 0.3
Do 7 0.5 411 2.3 0 0 10 0.4
Does 6 0.5 148 0.08 4 0.2 13 0.5
Did 4 0.5 20 0.01 0 0 3 0.2
Will 3 0.5 17 0.09 0 0 28 1
Has 2 0.5 18 0.01 0 0 0 0
Was 2 0.5 53 0.02 0 0 6 0.3
Could 1 0.5 4 0.002 0 0 0 0
Should 1 0.5 24 0.01 0 0 0 0
Other terms – – 529 22 563 19

Table V Comparison of starting terms for Ask Jeeves, Excite 2001 and AlltheWeb.com 2001 request format queries

1999 Ask Jeeves
starting term

No. of
queries %

2001 Excite
starting term

No. of
queries %

2001 AlltheWeb.com
starting term

No. of
queries %

Find 5,951 63 Download 1,376 36 Download 2,765 60
Buy 625 7 Buy 339 9 Buy 291 7
Get 587 6 Make 299 8 Make 215 5
Download 196 2 Get 256 7 Search 159 4
Make 188 2 Search 206 5 Build 126 3
See 188 2 Build 149 4 Get 112 2
Check 153 2 Check 117 3 Go 92 2
Need 151 2 Go 115 3 Help 69 1
Tell 110 1 Help 108 3 Shop 68 1
Want 97 1 Take 108 3 Take 66 1
Show 91 1 Show 92 2 Show 64 1
Help 89 1 Starting 85 2 Use 59 1
Look 81 0.9 Purchase 64 2 Order 57 1
Go 80 0.9 Shop 61 2 See 56 1
Search 74 0.8 Sell 55 1 Check 49 1
Use 72 0.7 Start 51 1 Purchase 49 1
Know 69 0.7 Need 48 1 Need 47 1
Take 67 0.7 Use 41 1 Sell 45 1
Looking 65 0.6 Order 40 1 Start 33 0.8
Purchase 63 0.6 Looking 38 1 Write 33 0.8
Give 56 0.5 Give 28 0.8 Starting 32 0.8
Shop 45 0.5 See 28 0.8 Look 30 0.7
Sell 43 0.4 Tell 27 0.7 Tell 24 0.6
Write 43 0.4 Want 26 0.6 Startup 22 0.5
Say 42 0.4 Look 17 0.5 Looking 20 0.4
Other terms 192 1.9 Other terms 55 1.6 Other terms 65 1.4
Total 9,418 100 Total 3,829 100 Total 4,648 100
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for alltheWeb.com and Excite users,
respectively.

Use of question marks
Spink and Ozmutlu (2002) reported that only
half the users included a question mark at the
end of their question format queries in the
Excite and Ask Jeeves 1999 data sets. A

similar result is observed for the Excite 2001

dataset. In addition, few (only four queries

out of 2,381) question format queries in the

FAST dataset ended with a question mark.

European users seem to prefer shorter queries

than US Web users, but enter slightly more

queries per session (Spink et al., 2002).

Table VI Most frequent terms in question format queries for Excite 1999, Ask Jeeves 1999, Excite 2001 and
AlltheWeb.com 2001 datasets

Top terms Excite 2001 No. of queries Top terms AlltheWeb.com 2001 No. of queries

AND 1,392 What 1,396
What 1,103 Is 1,374
Is 995 How 588

How 727 To 292
The 726 Do 261

I 530 The 213
To 470 I 164
A 464 Are 139
Do 437 Where 136
Can 415 Does 119
Where 402 In 101
In 332 Who 99
Of 280 A 98
Find 231 Of 94
Are 230 Can 86
Does 178 Why 85
Who 172 You 79
For 150 It 77
You 146 Work 76
On 136 On 48
Why 135 And 45
OR 122 When 45
My 95 Find 43
It 92 An 40
Get 83 For 40
With 77 Your 38
When 71 My 37
Will 65 Mean 36
Be 63 Server 35
An 57 System 34

Information 57 Cancer 33
Have 54 Size 33

Was 54 Windows 33
Did 52 Did 32
They 48 Have 32
People 46 They 31
Buy 44 Get 29
From 44 Phone 29
Make 43 Virus 29
Abuse 42 S 28
Should 41 Should 28
Much 40 Testing 26
Out 39 2000 23
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Discussion

These results show little use of question or
request queries by both US and European
search engine users in non-Q&A search
engines. User querying behaviour is largely
shaped by the keyword box that limits users’
input and the lack of natural language
processing ability by search engines. However,
an interesting � nding is a shift to request
queries over question format queries. Overall,
Web users are more inclined to make shorter
queries, hence the diminished interest in
question queries. In addition, we observe that
the sessions containing question and request
format queries tend to be shorter – in terms of
queries per session – than sessions including
general format queries. For both the Excite
and AlltheWeb.com 2001 datasets, and both
request and question format queries, the
average number of queries per session was
one. Web users may not have retrieved
satisfactory results for their searches through
question and request format queries, and
therefore might have completed the session
quickly.

The average number of terms per
question queries for the Excite dataset in
1999 and 2001, and Ask Jeeves in 1999 were
seven or eight terms per question format
query. The average is lower for the
AlltheWeb.com 2001 dataset, with � ve terms
per question query. Excite users also seemed
to express their questions in a more
grammatically correct pattern. The users of
the AlltheWeb.com search engine expressed
English queries with more grammatical
errors. For example, “Where � nd English
dictionary” is a typical AlltheWeb.com
question format query. English is growing to
be a universal language in the Internet and
most people worldwide are not English
native speakers, but conduct searches in
English anyway, leading to less than perfect
sentence structures and fewer terms per
query.

The analysis of starting terms for question
format queries has shown that the most
popular format of question queries have
changed from “where” queries to “what”
queries. In addition, in the AlltheWeb.com
2001 and Excite 2001 datasets, about 20

Table VII Listing of 50 most frequently occurring terms in request format queries for Excite 2001 and AlltheWeb.com 2001 datasets

Top 1-25 terms on
Excite 2001

No. of
queries

Top 26-50 terms on
Excite 2001 No. of queries

Top 1-25 terms on
AlltheWeb.com 2001

No. of
queries

Top 26-50 terms on
AlltheWeb.com 2001

No. of
queries

AND 2,368 In 84 Download 2,787 Take 66
Download 1,378 Shop 83 Buy 294 In 65
Buy 352 On 77 Make 215 Use 63

Make 330 Online 71 Games 212 4 61
Get 256 Software 70 Search 163 Music 60

A 250 Paid 69 For 160 Need 59
For 225 Purchase 65 A 156 Sell 58
Search 213 Movies 64 Free 149 Order 57
Your 190 Web 63 Of 133 See 57
The 178 Rich 60 To 132 MP3 55
To 154 Work 55 The 129 Video 55
Build 152 Start 53 Build 126 Write 55
Free 140 Need 49 Your 120 Internet 50
Me 126 Page 46 Get 117 5 49
Games 119 Order 43 Go 112 6 49
Check 118 2 42 Full 110 Check 49
Go 116 Use 41 Me 100 Purchase 49
Help 109 It 40 AND 82 Visual 48
Take 109 Internet 38 Shop 82 Movies 44
Money 99 Looking 38 Own 78 Player 39
Own 98 Card 37 Business 72 Online 38
Show 92 Up 37 Help 71 Out 38
Of 88 Home 35 On 68 Pro 38
Sell 87 Music 35 CD 66 2 37
Starting 86 Full 34 Show 66 By 37
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percent of the question format queries were
not expressed in a full question format, but
rather as keywords with a question mark at
the end. This � nding also veri� es the trend
to make shorter queries, rather than
question queries in full sentence format. A
starting term analysis for request queries
showed that requests for downloading
software or other programs � les from the
Internet have risen exponentially from 1999
to 2001. This downloading could be for free
or trial software or multimedia � les, etc. The
increasing availability of free multimedia � les
over the Web (Ozmutlu et al., 2002) could
have prompted the Web users to search for
different software/� les to download. The
interest in downloading � les is even higher
for the AlltheWeb.com search engine users,
with about 60 percent of request queries
starting with the term “download”.

‘ ... Our results provide important insights
into the state of Web searching We see
little change in large-scale public
searching behaviours over time despite
the increasing complexity of the Web.
Web users seem unaware of the
importance of investing time in
developing their information behaviours
and searching skills to more effectively
search the Web. ... ‘

The top term for question format and request
queries for Excite users both in 1999 and
2001 is AND. The AlltheWeb.com users do
not use AND in their queries. Either the
European users prefer more basic query
structures or American users use AND
excessively. Deciding which of these two
possibilities is the case requires more research.
Downloading � les seems to be of signi� cant
interest for both AlltheWeb.com and
Excite users, as well as buying items over the
Web, since “download” and “buy” were the
most frequently used terms in request queries.
This shows that e-commerce and
downloading � les/software/multimedia are
very widespread trends both in Europe and in
the US.

In 1999 50 percent of Ask Jeeves question
format queries ended with a question mark. In
2001 37 percent of Excite question queries
ended with a question mark and no
AlltheWeb.com users included question

marks at the end of their search queries.
European user ignore the question mark to
form shorter queries as they may realise that
the search engine does not process the
question mark.

Our results provide important insights
into the state of Web searching in 2001.
Critically, we are seeing little progress
towards more complex Web searching by
users. This presents a major challenge for
Web designers. We see little change in large-
scale public searching behaviours over time
despite the increasing complexity of the
Web. Web users seem unaware of the
importance of investing time in developing
their information behaviours and searching
skills to more effectively search the Web.

However, our study has some limitations.
The results are based on comparing queries
from only two Web search engines. We were
unable to obtain data from Google to use in
our research. However, the data sets we
examined provide some insight into the
nature and patterns of Web searching. We
also have no access to demographic data on
individual Web users. The study looks at
Web searching in the aggregate and focuses
on overall trends.

Conclusions and further research

Overall, we are not seeing a move to more
complex querying by users of general Web
search engines. However, there seems to be
some common patterns of Web question and
request format query structure. Although a
small proportion of users still prefer to
express their information need in question or
request format. The limited patterns of
question and request query structures need
to be tested further in other Web data sets.
In addition, further research is needed to
relate question and request query
construction to users” gender,
communication style, or interaction style,
and to examine why some users generate
natural language queries.
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